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Abstract

Twoalternative(tag andwings)labeldesignswere
developedto increasethe availablesurfaceareafor
informationprintedon labelsof verysmallproduct
containers.Thisstudycomparesthe alternative
d~igns to a standardcontrollabelandalsointroduc~
a prlnt·sii.emanipulation.The r~ults showedthat
bothstudent(n:;:30)andelderly(n:;:30)participants
preferredthe large-sii.e,large-printalternaUve
labels
on information•gaining
dimensions.Oo theother
dimensions,thestudentspreferredthe controllabel,
whereasthe elderlyparticipantsconsistentlypreferred
the larger·printwingslabels. ImplicaUons
for the
communication
of producthazards are described.
Introduction

Consumers are often unaware of the hazards
of products they use. One way that
manufacturers try to communicate hazard
infonnation is through on-product
instructions and warnings. However,
limited space on small containers often
forces manufacturers to sacrifice clarity and

readability of the infonnation presented.
For certain consumers, such as the elderly or
thosewith limited visual acuity. small print
can reduce the likelihood that infonnation is
gained from the labels (V anderplas and
Vanderplas, 1980; Zuccollo and Liddell,
1985). In an attempt to remedy the limited
space problem, manufacturers sometimes
print additional infonnation on external
packaging or include inserts. However.
consumers may discard these materials after
initial product use, thereby making this
information less accessible when the product
is used at a later time or by other persons.
Recently, Barlow and Wogalter (1991)
began to address the problem of limited
label surface area by examining consumers'
preferences for six alternative product-label
designs for a glue product contained in a
very small bottle (8.9 mL). Each of the
designs provided a different method of
increasing the surface area of the label
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control design for attractiveness, ease of use,
and purchase intentions.
Thus, in general, both the elderly and the
studenlS preferred the wings and tag designs
on ease of reading the label and noticing and
reading the warning. However, print sire
was held constant for all of the alternative
labels in an effort to evaluate only the
designs . Some labels had additional space
that would allow for larger print. Therefore ,
some of the labels' potential benefits were
not examined.
The present study extends the earlier work
by manipulating the surf ace area and print
size of the two most preferred labeling
methods, tag and wings, using both elderly
and college student participants.

Method
Wings

Subjects
I1L.mctiom

Not&Bdlltclreumtennc,
wu5,0cmwilhI ldll height
cf1.4ca
(31cmand2.7cmlorlheglass
and
cap,
rnpedlvtly).

relative to a conventional (control) label
design . Two of the alternative designs {tag
and wings) plus the control are shown in
Figure I.
In the Barlow and Wogalter {1991) study,
elderly participants (M=76 years) and college students rated the label designs on the
dimensions of attractiveness, ease of use,
willingness to purchase, ease of reading the
label in general, and likelihood of noticing
the warning, and likelihood of reading the
warning. The results showed that the wings
design was preferred by the elderly partici·
pants on most of the dimensions tested.
However, the college students pref erred the
tag design with regard to noticing and
reading the warning, the wings design for
ease of reading the Jabel in general , and the

Thirty Rensselaer students from introductory
psychology courses (M=l9 .1 years) and 30
elderly volunteers from Albany, NY
retirement centers (M=72.3 years)
participated.

Materials
Product information and warnings were
presented on realistic-appearing, but
fictional, glue containers. The product was
held in identical 8.9 mL (0.3 fl oz) glass·
cylinder bottles with brush-applicator caps.
The printed label on the control bottle (CP,
control print) occupied all of the available
space on the bottle• s glass section . A
representation of the control label appears in

Figure 2.
For both the tag and the wings designs, three
labels were constru cted: (a) large label with
the warn ing information printed 40% larger
than the warning printed on the CP label
(40LP); (b) small label with the warning
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Flgure2
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infonnation printed 20% larger than that of
CP (20LP); and (c) large label with the same
size print as on the control. For the first
two tag labels (40% and 20% larger print).
the warning occupied all of the available
space on the tag. The comparable wings
labels had the same siz.e print as the tag
labels. However. the print did not fill all of
the available space on the wings labels as
the wings design produced much larger
surface areas than the tag. Representations
of the variants of the tag label appear in
Figure 3.
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Large-tag,control-print(CP)label
Note.Representations
arenotdrawn
toscale.

The added surf ace area of the wings was
made using foam-core board. The tags were
made with stiff paper labels. Labels were
laser printed and all surf aces were covered
by clear plastic laminate .

purchase the product, and perceived cost.
Ratings were made on 6-point Likert scales
(O=low. 5=high). The specific questions and
ra.tings scales were:

Procedure

(a) "Howattractiveis eachbott~?" anchoredwith(0)
extremelyunaunclive, (1) unattractive,(2) somewhat
unattractive
, (3) somewhatattractive,(4) attractive,
and(5) extremelyattractive.

Students rated the bottles on eight
dimensions: attractiveness.ease of use,
safety, likelihood of noticing the warning.
likelihood of reading the warning. ease of
reading the product label, willingness to

(b) "Howeasy is ii to u.reeachbottle ?" ancho~ with (0)
exuemely difficult, (l) diff'icuJt,(2) somewhat
difficult, (3) liOmewbateasy, (4) e~'Y, and (5)
extremely easy.
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(c) "Hr,w safe is each bottle t<>use?" anchored with (0)
extremely unsafe, (l) unsafe, (2) somewhat unsafe, (3)
somewhat safe, ( 4) safe, and (S) extremely safe.
(d) "How likely would it be thal yr,u would nntice the
waming on each bottle?" anchored with (0) extremely
unlikely, (l) unlilc:ely.(2) somewhat unlikely, (3)
somewhat likely, (4) likely, and (S) extremely likely.
(e) "How liuly would it be thal you would read the
waming on each bo11le?" anchored with (0) extremely

unlikely, (l) unlikely, (2) somewhat unlikely, (3)
somewhat likely, (4) likely, and (S) extremely likely.
(() "How easy is it to read the la/NI on ttach bottler'
anchored with (0) extremely difficult, ( l) difficult. (2)
somewhat difficult, (3) ~mewhat ea.~y.(4) easy, :ind
(S) extremely easy.
(g) "How likely is tlral you wnuld purchase each bottle?"

anchored with (0) eittremely unlikely, ( l) unlikely, (2)
somewhat unlikely, (3) somewhat likely, (4) likely,
and (5) extremely likely.
(h) "Please estimaltt the retail price of the product when
packaged in each bonle. •• For this question. studenl$

gave cost estimates in dollar/cents for each boule.

The elderly adults participated in a similar
sets of evaluations. However. because a
preliminary study indicated that they had
difficulty with the rating scales> the older
participants' task was limited to the selection of the single bottle that best represented
each dimension. The questions were:
(a) "Which is tht! most attractive bottle?"

(b) "Which bnttle is easiest to use?"
(c)

"Which bo11leis the safest to use?"

(d) "Which bottle has the most noticeabk warning?"
(e) "Which bottle would you most likely read the
waming?"

(() "Which bottle has the easiest label to read'!"
(g)

"Which bo1tle would you most likely purchaser'

(h) "Which bottle would cost the nwstr•

Each participant recorded their answers on a
separate response sheet with lettered blanks
associated with each bottle. The questions
were randomly ordered for each participant.

Results
Student ratings
Student ratings for each question were
analyzed using repeated-measures analyses
of variance (ANOV A), followed by
Newman-Keuls multiple-range tests to
compare means of the significant effects.
Differences with probabilities less than .05
are described. Table 1 contains the means.
The ANOVA on the attractiveness data was
significant, F(l, 174) = 12.02, p < .0001.
Students rated the control bottle

Table1
MeanRatingsof Students
forLabeling
Methods
Most
LabelType

attradive

Control(CP)
3.83
Large-ta9'40LP 2.80
Small-la9'20LP 2.43
Large-tag./CP 2.63
large-wings/40LP1.97
Small·wings/20LP2.03
large·wings/CP 1.90

likely
Mostnoticable Most

Easiest

waming

to use

4.53
2.80
2.80
2.80
2.43
2.40
2.40

2.60
2.50
2.36
2.27
3.47

3.33
3.23

1.07
4.60
3.83
3.37
4.03
3.73
3.27

Easiest Mostlikely
readwarning labelto read purchase Cost

1.43
4.27
3.60
3.13
4.20
3.80
3.37

.90
2.23
1.97
1.47
4.40
4.27
3.33

3.33
2.93
2.93
2.63
2.53
2.57
2.17

2.13
2.24
2.23
2.22
3.05

2.98
3.01
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significantly more attractive than the other
bottles. The next most attractive was the
large-tag/40LP which was rated significantly
more attractive than the large-wings/40LP
and large-wings/CP.
The ANOVA showed a significant effect
using the ease of use scores, F(l, 174) =
20.84, p < .0001. The control bottle design
was rated easier to use than all other
designs.
The safeness scores showed a significant
effect, F(l, 174) = 6.66,p < .0001. The
three wings designs (which did differ among
themselves) were rated significantly safer
than the other designs.
Waming noticeability showed a significant
effect, F(l, 174) = 36.81. p < .0001. The
students rated the large-tag/40LPas having a
more noticeable warning than all other
.·designs. The next most noticeable was the
large-wings/40LP which was rated as having
a significantly more noticeable warning than
the large-wings/CPand the control.
The ANOVA showed a significant effect for
likelihood of reading the warning, F(l. 174)

= 29.94, p < .0001. The students reported
being least likely to read the warning on the
control bottle; its mean was significantly
lower than the other bottle designs. The
large-wings/40LPand large-tag/40LP
bottles received the highest scores on this
dimension and both were significantly
higher than the large-wing/CP and large-tag/
CP design.
Ease of reading the label showed a significant effect, F(l, 174) = 62.94, p < .0001.
The order from highest to lowest was: largewings/40LP,small-wings/20LP,largewings/CP, large-tag/40LP,small-tag/20LP,
large-tag/CP, small-tag/CP and finally, the
control. All differences were significant
except between the two larger-print wings
labels and between the two larger-print tag
labels.
The ANOVA showed a small effect of the
willingness to purchase scores. F(l, 174) =
2.16, p < .05. The only significant
difference was that the students were more
willing to purchase the control bottle than
the large-wings/CPbottle.
Lastly, cost estimates showed a significant

Table2
Selection
Frequencies
of ElderlyParticipants
forLabeling
Methods
LabelType

M06t
altlaclive

Control(CP)
2
l.arge-tag/40LP 1
Sma11·tag/20LP2
Large-tas,'CP 1
Large•wings/40LP
10
Small-wings/20LP
10
Large-wings/CP 4

Most
noticable Mostlikely

Easiest
to use

Safest

2

2
2
0
2
10

2
3

1
10
11

1

11
3

warning

0
1

0
3
13
7

1
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Easiest Mostfikely
teadwaming labelto read purchase Cost

0
6
0

1

14
10
1

0

0

1

4
0
2
13
12

2

0

0

2

3

11
12

1
15

1

1

7
4
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effect. F(l, 174) = 12.04. p < .0001. All
three wings bottle designs were given
significantly higher cost estimates than the
other bottle designs.

addition, the students' purchase intentions
for the control design was not significantly
different from the other label designs except
for one (large-wings/CP).

Elderly choices

A second implication concerns the frequent
claim by manufacturers (often after an
accident in the context of a product liability
suit) that they were unable to include a
better warning because of limited label
space. Severalalternative designs were
demonstrated to have potential for
increasing the quality and quantity of
informati on on labels .

The selection frequencies for the elderly
participants' bottle choices are shown in
Table 2. The data for each question were
analyzed using Chi-square tesLc;
. All were
significant (ps < .001) . The table show s a
clear pattern of results: On all dimensions,
the elderly participants selected the largeand small-wing/larger -print bottles more
often than the other bottles.

Discussion
Both groups perceived the control bottle to
be inferior to the alternat ive-label designs on
the information communication and safety
dimensions (i.e ., likelihood of noticing and
reading the warning , ease of reading the
label and perceived safeness). However, the
groups differed on the other dimensions .
Students rated the control design as the most
attractive, and easiest to use, and the design
they were most likely to purchase .
However, the elderly chose the wings
designs for these and the other dimensions.

A third, and most important, implication is
that the alternative labeling methods might
be useful in preventing accidents and injuries by better communicating instructions and
information about potential hazards .
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